Using Portland’s Racial Equity Toolkit
An opportunity to operationalize racial equity in
City of Portland decisions and actions

Current Context
• Shifting Demographics
• Growing and Changing Urban Area
• Some measurable increase in prosperity and livability – not
shared by all
• Prevalent levels disparities for communities of color

WHY?
Current inequities created and sustained by:
• historical legacies and systems that repeat patterns of
exclusion & racism
• Inter-generational & cumulative impacts
• Continued bias and racism

Civil
Rights
Racism

Civil Rights Title VI, Americans with Disabilities Act Title II,
Implementing Statutes and Regulations
Individual
Racism for Equitable Government
Legal
& Policy Framework

• Lies within individuals. These are private
manifestations of racism that reside inside the
individual.
• Examples include prejudice, xenophobia,
internalized oppression and privilege, and
beliefs about race influenced by the dominant
culture

Civil
Rights
Racism

Civil Rights Title VI, Americans with Disabilities Act Title II,
Implementing Statutes and Regulations
Institutional
Racismfor Equitable Government
Legal
& Policy Framework

• Occurs within and between institutions.
• Discriminatory treatment, unfair policies and
inequitable opportunities and impacts, based
on race, produced and perpetuated by
institutions (schools, mass media, etc.).
• Individuals within institutions take on the
power of the institution when they act in ways
that advantage and disadvantage people,
based on race.

Civil
Rights
Racism

Civil Rights Title VI, Americans with Disabilities Act Title II,
Implementing Statutes and Regulations
Structural
Racism for Equitable Government
Legal
& Policy Framework

• Lies underneath, all around and across
society, encompassing:
– history, lying underneath the surface, providing the
foundation for white supremacy
– culture, existing throughout our everyday lives,
providing normalization and replication of racism
– interconnected institutions and policies, they
key relationships and rules across society providing
the legitimacy and reinforcements to maintain and
perpetuate racism

Government Role
From the inception of our country, government at all levels have
played a role in creating and maintaining racial inequity.
Governmental laws, policies, and practices created a racial hierarchy
and determined—based on race— who benefits and who is
burdened.
Communities of color and low-income populations have been:
• under-served by programs and investments
• underrepresented in decision-making

Current Disparities & Government
Obligation
Without intentionally changing governing mechanisms, and brining race and racial
equity into decision making, governments’ will continue to perpetuate racial inequities.
• Arbitrary ( often race neutral or even implicitly biased) decision making +
• Traditional mechanisms of governing +
• Existing disparities =

Ongoing and often exacerbated racial disparities

EQUALITY

EQUITY

Why should government use a
Racial Equity Tool?
Moral: From infant
mortality to life
expectancy, race
predicts how well you
will do…it shouldn’t
Legal: Civil Rights, City
legislation, Portland
Plan, etc…
Good government: Diversifying community, service
strain to address disparities, eroding tax base, etc…

What supports the
use of a RET?
Citywide Racial
Equity Goals and
Strategies

Citywide Public
Involvement Best
Practices Program

Portland Plan

Civil Right Act Title VI

Racial
Equity
Toolkit
City Bureau Racial
Equity Plans

Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of
1964
No person in the United States shall on the grounds of race, color,
or national origin be excluded from participation in, denied the
benefits of, or subjected to discrimination under any program or
activity receiving Federal financial assistance.

As a public entity, we must take steps to assure that
for all we…
• Cannot exclude from participation in…Must provide meaningful,
inclusive participation and engagement
• Cannot deny benefits of…must provide and ensure benefits of
programs and services…of government
• Cannot subject to discrimination (disparate treatment or
impact)…what we do does not result in discrimination: our
government policy, practices, programs, and services (whether
through action or inaction - intentional or unintentional), does not
result in disparate treatment or disparate/disproportionately
adverse impacts (inequitable impacts).

What is a Racial Equity Tool?

Process

Product
Actively inserts
racial equity into
decision making
processes

What does it do?
1. Ensure that government actions and decisions are crafted to
achieve equitable outcomes
2. Engage communities of color in decision-making, understand
the root causes of existing disparities and how the City’s
actions can make these better (or worse)
3. Use data to identify racial disparities and those most
impacted by our actions

What does it do?
4. Identify inequitable consequences or burdens on
communities most impacted,
5. Identify needed strategies and resources to ensure equity in
our actions and decision making.
6. Identify progress on racial equity will be tracked and
measured over time, and how to report back to stakeholders

RET
• What is your policy/program/procedure?
• What is its original purpose? Why was it created in the first
place?

RET Step 1: Set Equitable Outcomes
Set Equitable Outcomes. Leadership communicates equitable
outcomes to guide the analysis.

Purpose: Orient and commit the process to equity-focused goals.

Racial equity goals– first draft
The term goals refers to both results in the community and direct
outcomes resulting from your project

• What you hope
to see in the
community

Results

Data
• Community
indicators

• What you aim
to achieve with
an action

Outcomes

Data
• Performance
measures

Results and Indicators
1. What are the intended equitable results (in the community)
and what indicators measure those results? These will likely
change based on findings from steps 2-4.

Results: The end conditions in the community we aim to impact.
Indicators: The means by which we measure results

Example: Eliminate racial inequities in homeownership rates for
Native Americans, African Americans, and Latinos.
Measure by homeownership rates disaggregated by race.

Outcomes and Performance Measures
1. What are the intended equitable outcomes (in your
organization) and what community indicators measure those
results? These will likely change based on findings from steps 24.
Outcomes: The product of actions by a project that have a
reasonable chance of contributing to results.
Measures: Quantify your action. How much did we do? How well
did we do it? Is anyone better off?
Example: 900 youth of color participate in a youth mentoring and
tutoring program and 85% achieve a grade progression.

Step 2: Collect and Analyze Data
Collect and Analyze Data. Research and collect data on racial
disparities and identify those most impacted.

Purposes: Identify disparities and change the information
informing the proposal.

Step 2: Collect and Analyze Data
2a. What are the racial demographics of those living, working, or socializing in the area impacted by the
proposal (city, neighborhoods, city government)?
2b. What are the relevant disparities for communities of color (i.e. safety, housing, access to green
space, jobs, wealth, transportation etc.)?
2c. What performance level data do you have available for your proposal? Is it racially disaggregated?
This should include data associated with existing programs and policies.
– Impact data relevant or related to proposal/proposal area.

2d. Are there data gaps? What additional data would be helpful in analyzing the proposal and how can
you obtain it?
– Community needs and priorities related to proposal?
– Research (policy, forecasting, academic) related to proposal and alternatives; check research on equity
issues related to proposal.

Step 3: Understand Historical Context
Understand Historical Context. Research the history of racial
injustice relevant to this proposal to better understand the root
causes of disparities and which communities were impacted.
Purpose: Inform/change the analyst’s historical frame of
reference.

Step 3: Understand Historical Context
3a. What actions has your organization taken in the past that
disproportionally harmed communities of color?
3b. Have communities of color been inequitably impacted or
denied access by similar or related types of proposals in the
past? Please describe.

3c. Will any historical disparities/impacts be a determining factor
in the ability to benefit from this proposal? Please describe.

Step 4: Engage Those Most Impacted
Engage Those Most Impacted. Commit to more meaningful strategies
for engagement, identify which communities of color may be
impacted by the proposal, and engage impacted communities in
decision-making and develop community ownership of the proposal.
Purposes: Change the user’s relationship with those most impacted,
shift power, and change the information informing the proposal.

Step 4: Strategic Pre-work
• Become familiar with who’s in Portland, especially with communities of
color, the history of oppression, and its impact on individual communities
• Build ongoing, mutually respectful, and beneficial relationships with
cultural hub organizations/CBOs (i.e. No one-offs or processes that only
serve the City’s needs)
• Identify and analyze inequities and disparate impacts of bureau and City
policies, programs, and services. Identify possible budget allocation, policy,
procedural, and practice solutions. Be prepared to bring this information to
the table when engaging with community.
• Familiarize yourself with supportive tools and resources

Step 4: The Work
• Be clear about intended outcomes of a proposal/process
• Using the IAP2 Spectrum of Public Participation determine what
level(s) of engagement will be employed. This needs to be clearly
conveyed to participants and processes need to be matched with
appropriate strategies and tools
• Engage community at all major decision points
• Make it accessible, and act on the advisement and feedback given
• Consider compensation of community who are giving freely what
consultants are paid for

Step 4: Questions to Check the Work
• Which communities are/are expected to be the most impacted by the
proposal?
• What level(s) of engagement will be used?
• How will the most impacted be engaged?
• What did those engaged say about how the City or a specific bureau
creates and/or contributes to inequities and disparate outcomes?
• What was said about the potential benefits or burdens of the proposal?
• Community needs and priorities? What results and outcomes do
community want? Recommendations on how to mitigate unintended
consequences?

Step 5: Develop Racially Equitable Strategies &
Refine Outcomes
Develop Racially Equitable Strategies & Refine Outcomes.
Identify who benefits and who is burdened, commit to strategies
that advance racial equity or lessen unintended consequences,
and refine the proposal’s outcomes.

Purpose: Create or select a proposal for change.

Step 5: Develop Racially Equitable Strategies
Steps 2-4 should be reviewed for what they tell you about
disparities, impacts, barriers to access, community needs, and
priorities. This will help recalibrate your results and outcomes,
which then inform the development of new strategies.
5a. Given what you have learned, how will the proposal increase
and/or decrease racial equity? List tradeoffs if any.
5b. Are there more equitable results and outcomes to aim for
than what you proposed in step 1? If so, revise accordingly.

Step 5: Develop Racially Equitable Strategies
• 5c. Draft strategies to advance racial equity or lessen
unintended consequences, identifying which communities of
color benefit from each strategy. Are there changes to your
proposal? Are there complimentary/additional strategies to
your proposal? Rank their effectiveness and feasibility.

Step 5: Develop Racially Equitable Strategies
• 5d. How did you select each strategy? Does a strategy align
with what you heard in step 4? Is a strategy a known best
practice?

• Embed Equity in each criteria for decision making and/or use
equity as weighted criteria.

Step 6: Implement Changes
Implement Changes. Make a plan for implementation and
identify what resources are needed to eliminate/decrease
disparities and make necessary changes to the proposal.
Purpose: Establish commitment and support for changes.

Step 6: Implement Changes
6a. What changes do you recommend for your proposal?
Describe the changes and any other alternatives for decision
makers.

6b. What is the plan for implementation? Resources (budget &
staff), engagement, communications, accountability, etc.
6c. What support and authority do you need to make the
changes?

Step 7: Evaluate / Accountability / Report Back
Evaluate / Accountability / Report Back. Develop a system of
evaluation including ongoing community partnerships and
opportunities to make further changes.
Purpose: Create accountability and measure change.

Step 7: Evaluate / Accountability / Report Back
7a. How will impacts and performance be documented,
evaluated, and reported? What methodology will you use?
7b. What are your messages and communications strategies that
will help advance racial equity?
7c. How will you continue to partner and deepen relationships
with communities of color to make sure your proposal is working
and sustainable for the long haul?

